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Dear friends,
2016 was such an exciting year for Neopenda! We continuously strive to engineer solutions that give all
newborns the healthy start to life that they deserve, and this year we were able to make significant progress in
achieving our goals. Our main focus was on designing and developing our neonatal vital signs monitor for lowresource settings, where identifying newborns in distress could lead to more appropriate, life-saving treatment.
It’s hard to believe we started working on Neopenda nearly two years ago. In the past year, we have advanced
our product development, we returned to Uganda, and with the help of our advisors, mentors, and partners we
have defined our strategy for sustainably getting our solution to the hospitals (and babies) that need it most. We
know that we can’t do this alone, and much of 2016 was focused on finding the right partners to learn from. We
are incredibly grateful to the Vodafone Americas Foundation, Cisco CSR, and our 280 Kickstarter backers, for their
generosity. With the support from these partners, in addition to our local partners in Uganda, we moved our
solution forward considerably.
We started out this year with a proof-of-concept prototype in hand, participating in the Relevant Health
accelerator program. We finished this year strong with a fully functional solution that extends far beyond just the
wearable technology, and can’t wait to start testing our product in our upcoming pilot studies.
While we love our new home of Chicago, we always learn so much by traveling back to Uganda to talk to our
users and get feedback as we iterate, and were thrilled to be able to take another two-week trip in August. Seeing
the newborns and nurses we are trying to help and empower always brings fresh inspiration to our mission and
product design. We are also excited that our first new hire, Paul Oloya, is based in Uganda and is now working
with Neopenda as our in-country coordinator.
We are committed to helping solve some of the world’s most challenging problems, starting with a solution that
gives voice to critically ill newborns around the world. Our progress this year wouldn’t have been possible
without all of our supporters. We can’t thank you enough for your unwavering support throughout the year, and
are so excited to see what we can accomplish together in 2017.
With love and gratitude,
Sona and Teresa, Co-Founders
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WHO WE ARE
Our Mission
To engineer healthcare solutions that give newborns in low-resource settings
the healthy start to life they deserve.

Our History

What sets Neopenda apart
Human centered design & locally
sourced solution

We are a social enterprise dedicated to advancing
newborn health in low resource settings by engineering
sustainable healthcare solutions. Our journey began
almost two years ago in a biomedical design course at
Columbia University in New York City. We teamed up to
develop an innovative technology to help combat
preventable newborn mortality, and that mission fueled
us from the classroom to the Columbia Venture
Competition, to hospitals in Uganda, and to launching a
startup before we’d even graduated. Since then we have
participated in an accelerator, built a complete prototype
of our first product, and are now working full-time in
Chicago, IL.

Specific focus on newborns and
low-resource settings
Sights set on sustainable
implementation and impact
Passionate, agile, dedicated team

2016 Timeline
Kickstarter
campaign &
fundraising
bonanza

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

Completed
Relevant Health
accelerator

Moved to
Chicago

MAY

Provisional
patent filed

Hired Uganda
Country
Coordinator

Product
development

JUN

JUL

AUG

Graduated
from Columbia
University

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

Gen1 prototype
complete
Uganda trip
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NEOPENDA ON THE MOVE & IN THE NEWS
From New York City to Houston to Berlin to Kampala, 2016 was a whirlwind of travelling and learning as
we pitched, presented, and built partnerships. We shared the mission of Neopenda in 3 countries, 10
states, and 17 cities. Here are some highlights:

In 2016…
We pitched at

We participated in
We attended

9

We gave

4

13

competitions

15

panels

formal
presentations

conferences
We were featured in

42
articles

FINANCIALS

Fundraising results

2016 Budget Summary

After securing $60,000 in seed funds in 2015, in
2016 we raised $441,150 in committed funding:
$300,000

$100,000

$40,000
WE Pitch
Vodafone WIP

Product development was our biggest focus - and
expense - this year, as we built out our complete
prototype system and iterated based on feedback
from our users in Uganda.

Product
R&D (65%)

Pilot
Studies
(4%)

Personnel
(19%)

$1,500
Kickstarter
Cisco IoEIC Prize

Operations
(12%)
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT MILESTONES

JANUARY
-proof of concept tech -

 Breadboarded sensors
 No communication architecture
built
 No user interface application
 No industrial design

MARCH
-MVP at the end of Relevant Health-

OCTOBER

 Through-hole 1 layer PCB we
made ourselves
 Preliminary wifi communication
firmware
 HTTP server and web
application built
 Basic 3D printed case

-Gen1 from dev with Ciklum-

 Surface mount 2 layer PCB
 Bluetooth Low Energy
communication architecture
 Refined server and web
application
 Custom 3D printed enclosure

DECEMBER
-progress towards Gen2-

 Currently bench testing Gen2
prototypes
 Developed custom industrial
design with wearable band
attachment
 Working on training and
education materials

Here and Now: Why the timing is right for Neopenda to succeed
SDG 3, target 3.2: “By 2030, end preventable deaths of newborns and
children under 5 years of age”
Uganda Ministry of Health: Renewed focus on improving newborn health
There is an unmet need in the newborn health space for affordable,
robust mechanisms for monitoring patients and detecting distress
There is increased interest and opportunity in the growing market for
wearables in low and middle income countries
IoT for good: New low cost and power friendly technologies offer
benefits as easy to implement, scalable, point-of-care solutions
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PARTNERSHIPS

In Uganda:

Product Collaborators

We are excited to be working with collaborators at the
Uganda Paediatric Association and St. Francis Hospital
Nsambya on our upcoming pilot study.

Sona and Teresa with
Dr. Victoria Nakibuuka at
Nsambya Hospital in August

Interns
Eric Walisko, undergraduate Integrated Science and
Technology student, James Madison University. Eric helped
us out with system network architecture and early software
and hardware design.
Sarmed Rashid, Wharton MBA/ Harvard MPP candidate.
Sarmed worked with us on a market opportunity research
project.
Ariel Zhou, graduate Biostatistics student, Columbia
University. Ariel helped with early pilot study design and
data analysis work.
Anjan Sandhu and Amanda Makol, Health Management
students, NYU. Anjan and Amanda helped us with market
research and estimating impact.

Mentorship

Student Projects
Derek Jones, Gal Dor, John Le, Rob Nagel, and Lindsay
Wishart, MBA student team from the “Social Innovation:
Designing for Change” course, Northwestern Kellogg School
of Management. The Kellogg team evaluated market
opportunities for Neopenda, and helped us develop a
strategy for a sustainable social enterprise business model.

Partners

AshaO2, MS Biomedical Engineering team, Columbia
University. We mentored the AshaO2 team in their 2015-2016
design project, in which they designed a low-power oxygen
concentrator for low-resource settings, and won second place
in the Global Technology Challenge of the Columbia Venture
Competition.
Sidney Perkins and Nina Sabharwal, undergraduate Biomedical
Engineering students, Columbia University. Sid and Nina
joined us for part of our trip to Uganda in August, and we
mentored them as they conducted a needs assessment and
stakeholder interviews to gather locally-sourced ideas for their
senior design projects.
Alexander Choy, Anjali Doshi, Deepika Rajaram, and Krista
Schutt, MS Biomedical Engineering team, Columbia University.
We are excited to be mentoring this team as they tackle the
challenges of oxygen delivery in low-resource hospitals in their
Neopenda Annual Report 2016
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A YEAR OF GROWTH AND TRANSITION

CHICAGO
This year we moved from New York to Chicago, and we’re
loving getting to know our new home.
Why Chicago? It’s inspiring, affordable, and resourceadjacent. It has a rapidly growing tech ecosystem and social
LFSBNSFentrepreneurship scene. It’s a hotspot for medicine and
global health, and for female entrepreneurs.
New mentors and collaborations at Northwestern’s Kellogg
School of Management and UIC College of Medicine.
Working with partners in California, Illinois, Washington DC,
Massachusetts, New York, Ukraine, and Uganda -- Chicago
fits just right for a team that is globally focused & constantly
on the move.

Our Team
Sona Shah

Teresa Cauvel

Paul Oloya

Co-founder
and CEO

Co-founder
and CTO

Uganda Country
Coordinator

Advisory Board

Dr. Veronica
Ades

MD, MPH, professor
at NYU College of
Global Public Health

Willo Brock

Senior Vice
President of
External Affairs at
the TB Alliance

Dr. Aaron Kyle

Global Health
Innovator and
Faculty at Columbia
University

Rebecca
Peyser

Dr. Katherine
Reuther

Co-founder;
Co-Director of the
Bioinformaticist
Columbia-Coulter
at Regeneron Translational Research
Partnership

Dr. Yvonne
Vaucher

Neonatologist,
UC San Diego

Next Up:
Roll out small scale manufacturing of our prototypes for the upcoming testing phases
Conduct first pilot study at St. Francis Nsambya Hospital in Kampala, Uganda
Open impact investment seed round
Continue to grow our team
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THANK
YOU
from team Neopenda

We could use your help!
Spread the word about Neopenda on social media
Get in touch with us if you have ideas, input, or are interested in partnering with us

Neopenda, LLC
info@neopenda.com
www.neopenda.com

Follow us on social media
@Neopenda_Health
https://www.facebook.com/Neopenda/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/neopenda
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